
Changing Climate 

Climate change  

Climate change refers to general changes in 
climate patterns, including temperature, pre-
cipitation, winds, and other factors. Global 
warming (as well as global cooling) refers 
specifically to any change in the global aver-
age surface temperature. 

The world has experienced at least 9 warmest 
years since records began in 1880. 2016 has 
just been recorded as the warmest year ever 
recorded.    

We are currently living in the Quaternary Ice 
Age which began 2.6 million years ago as 
there are permanent ice sheets covering the 
Earth. Temperatures fluctuate within this ice 
age with colder periods called glacial periods 
lasting around 100,000 years and warmer 
periods called interglacial periods lasting 
10,000 years.  Today we are living in an inter-
glacial period as 10% of the Earth is covered 
permanently by ice (as apposed to 30%). 

How can we measure climate change? 

Scientists believe that the Earth’s tempera-
ture is changing. But how so scientists know 
what the temperature was like so long ago? 
They start drilling! They can drill so deep 
they are able to see the ice laid down 
800,000 years ago.  Ice cores are tubes of 
ice. Lighter colours of ice show snow laid 
down in summer or warmer periods and 
darker colours are laid down in winter or 
colder periods where strong winds blow 
dust into the snow making it a darker col-
our. 

Ice cores can reveal how much snow fell 
(length of the core) but also scientists can 
study what is in the snow. They can look at 
the bubbles! The bubbles contain varying 
amounts of isotopes which are heavy or 
lighter types of oxygen.  16O is found in 
colder climates and 18O is found in warmer 
ones. Scientists can look at the amount of 
carbon dioxide.  Lots of CO2 suggests warm-
er temperatures. 

Other ways to measure climate change?  

Studying diaries and paintings can help to 
show what the temperature was like in 
the past.  We know that from studying 
old paintings that’s the River Thames in 
London froze 23 times and frost fairs, 
market stalls, pubs and shops set up on 
the frozen river between 1300 -1870. 
Studying this kind of non mathematical 
evidence has resulted in calling this peri-
od of time the ‘Little Ice Age’. 

In 1880, the world began to record relia-
ble temperature data from thousands of 
weather stations. Scientists use this data 
to study changes in the Earth’s tempera-
ture. They have also used this data to 
work out the global average temperature 
each year.T here is criticism of this da-
ta.  Some scientists say there are not 
enough weather stations to give an accu-
rate reading and some question the posi-
tion of instruments recording the tem-
peratures as collecting temperatures 
from the top of a hill will be colder than 

Natural causes of climate change. 
 
Milankovitch cycle: 
Eccentricity – changes in the Earth’s orbit, 
The orbit changes from a circular to oval 
shape over a period of 100,000 years. 

Obliquity – changes how the Earth tilts. The 
Earth tilts on its axis. This tilt changes from 
21.5° to 24.5°. 

Precession – the amount the Earth wobbles. 
The earth wobbles as it spins on its axis. This 
wobble goes from one extreme to another 
over 23,000 years.  

 

Sun spots- Dark spots on the sun caused by 
magnetic storms increases the amount of 
energy the Earth receives from the Sun caus-
ing it to warm up.  

 
Volcanic eruptions- When volcanoes erupt 
they release huge amounts of dust into the 
atmosphere.  This dust blocks sunlight which 
results in cooler temperatures of the Earth. 
When Mt Pinatube erupted it put 20 millions 
tonnes of sulphur dioxide and ash into the 
atmosphere. Over the next two years Earth’s 
average temperatures fell by 1°c.  

wobbles. 

Global warming 

The atmosphere is the air around the sur-
face of the earth. It is made from a mixture 
of gases. We need it for animals and plants 
to survive. Some of the gases act like a blan-
ket, trapping heat. These gases are called 
‘greenhouse gases’. This is known as the 
‘Natural Greenhouse Effect’. Without it, the 
earth would be much colder. It would be a 
frozen wasteland (-18°c).  
 
Human Activity is increasing the amounts of 

the greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, so 

more heat is trapped. The heating of the 

earth through human activities is called the 

‘Enhanced Greenhouse Effect’ and this is 

causing the earth to heat up, or global 

warming. 

The main greenhouse gases are: Carbon 

dioxide (60%), Methane (15%), Nitrous ox-

ide (6%), Halocarbons (15%) and Water va-

pour. 

The effects of Global warming 

Rising sea levels 

Thermal expansion: the sea will expand 

meaning sea levels will rise. 

Melting glaciers and ice caps: water that 

was stored in the ice is added to the 

worlds oceans. 

Disappearing islands: The Maldives will 

be submerged by rising water levels. 

Extreme weather: More drought, heat 

waves, tropical storms and floods 

Food Supply: More food grown in some 

places less in others. 

Water shortage: Less fresh water as the 

ice caps melt and this will go into the sea. 

Flash floods and the water reaching the 

ocean a lot quicker. 

Plants and Animals: Some will benefit, 

but most won’t and become extinct. 

Disease and health: Water borne diseas-

es like dysentery or typhoid. Heat stroke 

a big issue.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGW4bwyB_so

